
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS

(RAILWAY BOARD)

New De/hi, dated 16.04.2010

The Chief Mechanical Engineers,
North Central Railway, Allahabad.
Eastern Railway, Kolkata.
East Central Railway, Hajipur.
Northern Railway, New Delhi.
Rail Coach Factory, Kapurthala.

ED/Carriage,
RDSO, Luc;know.

Sub: Running of Duronto Express Trains with AC/non-AC SS coaches
at a maximum speed of 120 Kmph on an experimental basis.

Ouront<>Express Trains with both AC & non-AC Self Generating Stainless
Steel coaches (LHB shell on air springs equipped ICF bogie) are presently plying
at maximum speed of 110 Kmph on track maintained to C&M-1 Vol.-1 standards.

Board(MM & MT) have now decided to run the 2275/2276 ALO-NDLS &
2273/2274 HWH-NOLS Ouronto trains with such coaches at a maximum speed
of 120 Kmph on an experimental basis initially for a period of 6 months where
after the actual performance shall be evaluated for further continuation.

In wake of the above, concerned Railways are hereby advised to
immediately conduct the route proving runs and thereafter seek CRS sanction for
running the respective trains up toa maximum speed of 120 Kmph on track
maintained to C&M-1 Vol.-1 standards, in accordance with Para 6.1(b) of Revised
Policy Circular NO.6 issued vide Board's letter No.921CEDO/SR/4/0/Pt.I dated
23.11.2006. ROSa vide their letters No. SV.A.S.ML dated 19.03.2009 &
01.04.2009 have already issued final speed certificates for such coaches at a
maximum speed of 130 Kmph on C&M 1Vol. I standard track.

North Central Railway and Eastern Railway, who undertake the primary
maintenance, may coordinate the process for the respective Ouronto trains.
Board may please be kept updated on the progress made on this front. Railways
may ensure that these trains are escorted by competent technical staff and also
that the passing through stations, operational halt stations and rolling in
examination points exercise strict vigil.

Following activities are also required to be completed during the trial
period to enable performance evaluation and continuance of operations at the
enhanced maximum speed of 120 Kmph:

(i) RCF to take up the fitment of the air spring FIBA (failure indication and
brake application) device in the coaches of these 2 rakes in earnest.

(ii) ROSa to conduct the noise/dust level measurement exercise for non-
AC coaches beyond 110 Kmph as advised by CCRS in terms of their
office letter No. Q - 6011/01/2009 - dt. 15.01.2010.
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